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The current energy crisis makes the energy transition urgent 

Accelerating the European energy transition can only be 
achieved through cooperation 
 If the energy transition is to succeed, the North Sea must be the largest climate-

neutral energy system in Europe by 2050. This fossil extraction region is now the place 
to generate, store, convert and transport enormous amounts of renewable energy. 
But this transition is so vast, vast and complex that no one can handle it alone. And 
there is no more time for vistas. Rapid cooperation between the governments of the 
eight North Sea countries and the business community is the precondition for 
overcoming the obstacles. Bycatch: Supplying Europe with sustainable energy also 
makes us less sensitive to geopolitical tensions. 

  
  By Adam Middleton – Head of Siemens Energy in the Netherlands. 

 
The North Sea region meets all the conditions to take a leading role in the energy transition - 
even worldwide. The signals are green: the technology is available or can be developed; 
companies are eager to get started; sustainability is high on the political agenda; and 
governments have already committed their citizens and businesses to ambitious targets. But 
the bummer is that we stand opposite each other and let the short-term interests prevail over 
the health of the terrestrial ecosystems on earth, also for the generations after us.” No one 
can force success here, we can only turn the tide together. 
 
Necessary cooperation, therefore, between the eight North Sea countries; with innovative 
energy companies; and with their extensive supply chains - to tap the sustainable energy 
potential of the North Sea. These eight countries are, clockwise, the Netherlands, Belgium, 
France, the United Kingdom, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Germany. The other European 
countries and their governments would also prefer to join in to further increase their scale. 
 
Revolutionary Evolution 
Thanks to the existing oil and gas fields, the North Sea has played a key role in Europe's energy 
supply and growing prosperity for decades. Now the North Sea can help us deliver 'net zero' 
energy, by modernizing existing oil and gas platforms; by becoming the global pilot site for 
innovative technologies; and by expanding the energy connections between the European 
countries into one network, for an optimal energy balance. Continuing this while preserving 
investment is what I call 'revolutionary evolution'. 
 
Because things have to change – and quickly. The latest IPCC report from the United Nations 
underlines the climate crisis once again. Lead author Robbert Biesbroek, who is also a senior 
lecturer at Wageningen University, puts it clearly: 'There are many plans, but the 
implementation must now really get going. This acceleration requires political will and 
decisiveness, coupled with sufficient resources, knowledge, instruments and cooperation.´ 
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Science warns and has been for a long time. But in the climate crisis, leaders of countries, 
companies, and many individual citizens are missing the realization that the situation is not 
only dire, but also extremely urgent. The war in Europe makes the coming gas winter exciting. 
Motivated by an impending natural gas shortage, a united EU now wants to quickly become 
independent from non-Western suppliers of fossil fuels. The energy transition not only 
ensures clean energy, but also makes us less sensitive to geopolitical problems, within or 
outside our sphere of influence. Decarbonisation is an important driver, but the tumultuous 
geopolitical situation is now putting pressure on the transition and is pushing the North Sea 
into its leading role at an accelerated pace. 
 
Sample chord 
I hope we get on with it now. Very recently, on 18 May 2022, the Netherlands and its North 
Sea neighbors Denmark, Germany and Belgium announced during their North Sea Summit in 
Denmark that they would significantly increase the production of wind energy in the North 
Sea to 150 gigawatts in 2050, which will be made possible through closer cooperation. This 
summit may serve as an example for the necessary cooperation between all eight North Sea 
countries. 
 
Why the North Sea? 
Why the North Sea? The North Sea offers the potential we are looking for, thanks to the 
special geological features that we can take advantage of. Shallow water and strong winds 
make it one of the best locations for offshore wind energy worldwide. And the same 
geological features that have held our natural gas in place for millions of years now provide 
an excellent place to rebury our carbon dioxide, by capturing carbon dioxide and storing it 
underground. This so-called Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) is controversial, but it is mainly 
on land. The Netherlands has therefore started the Porthos pilot project to capture carbon 
dioxide from the Rotterdam port industry and store it in depleted gas fields under the North 
Sea. 
 
The challenges are countless, but I am convinced that you can overcome them in cooperation 
and with ambition. The same wind that makes wind farms profitable also means, for example, 
that the weather conditions in the North Sea are often severe. And the condition of the 
seabed and the large tidal differences also cause infrastructural problems. These are 
conditions that force us to design and build advanced, solid energy systems - in harmony with 
the local ecological conditions. If such hurdles are overcome, the revival potential is huge. 
And what works in the North Sea can also be applied elsewhere - which is why I attribute the 
North Sea to a global role in the energy transition. 
 
A sea of possibilities 
The energy transition is a necessary change process that will literally and figuratively pay for 
itself. An interconnected, zero-carbon energy system is not only clean and efficient, but also 
ensures independence and energy security, new business, knowledge development and new 
jobs. 
 
Offshore wind energy is already growing faster and faster. Because costs fall and prices rise, 
there is a revenue model, even without government subsidies. Technological progress helps 
with this. 
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The wind-rich North Sea is ideal for sustainable electricity generation with wind turbines, but 
storage and transport are still an issue. In addition, sectors such as air transport, road 
transport, shipping and heavy industry cannot always be electrified. Hence the need to 
produce not only 'green electrons', but also 'green molecules', in other words to also produce 
hydrogen from (desalinated and demineralized) seawater by electrolysis with the 'green 
electrons'. The investments in oil and gas infrastructure, such as pipelines and platforms, will 
then be given a green repurposing. The same infrastructure can also be used for undersea 
carbon dioxide storage (CCS), as long as we still use fossil fuels. 
 
Cleaner in the meantime 
We cannot suddenly get rid of gas, Europe is experiencing now that it wants to continue 
without Russian gas. We will have to use our energy much more efficiently. Natural gas is the 
least bad interim solution until we can sustainably generate what we consume. Forced by 
impending gas shortages, the government announced that we are shutting down our gas-
fired power stations and that the four Dutch coal-fired power stations are allowed to run at 
full capacity again. That means three times more carbon dioxide emissions than if we could 
have generated the same amount of electricity with natural gas. The preference for the 
various fossil fuels increases from lignite, to coal, petroleum, and natural gas. So before the 
transition to wind and solar energy is complete, natural gas remains the best option, followed 
by petroleum. 
 
Building a sustainable energy infrastructure and a hydrogen economy takes time and money. 
In the meantime, we will continue to depend on fossil fuels to a decreasing extent. As long as 
North Sea oil and gas are still desperately needed, the offshore extraction of gas and oil can 
become more sustainable by using wind energy instead of gas turbines. The importance of 
limiting emissions in the extraction of fossil energy will gradually decrease, but for the time 
being there is a lot to gain in this area: up to a fifth of carbon dioxide emissions from natural 
gas consumption are released in the production chain. 
 
For example, most drilling platforms still use gas turbines to generate the power needed for 
the compressors that pump the extracted gas to shore. This can now be done much better, 
with the help of electricity from wind turbines at sea. Good examples are the floating wind 
turbines of the Norwegian Hywind Tampen project, in collaboration with Equinor. And the 
United Kingdom's North Sea Transition Deal, which aims to reduce emissions in the North Sea 
by 25 percent by 2025, to be net-zero by 2050. 
 
Storage and Transport Networks 
The shared use and reuse of the energy infrastructure speeds up the energy transition, 
leverages investments and reduces costs. I mentioned Porthos, in which the heavy port 
industry in Rotterdam works together. But also in Teesside in the UK, companies and 
authorities are working together on transport networks that capture, transport and store the 
carbon dioxide released so that it never ends up in the atmosphere and does not contribute 
to the greenhouse effect. The use of the existing oil and gas infrastructure reduces costs and 
shared use reduces investments per participating party. 
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In the media they are called 'sockets at sea', but that does not give a good picture of these 
so-called interconnectors. They are advanced exchange points that ensure that energy 
networks work more economically and more dynamically, by linking different systems and 
countries. These distribution points will also become storage points for the hydrogen 
generated by electrolysis from wind energy. There are already advanced plans in the 
Netherlands, Germany, Denmark and Scotland to create special energy islands at sea for this 
purpose, such as in the Dutch PosHYdon project. Multifunctional interconnectors not only 
distribute the energy, but also distribute the required investments among the countries and 
users involved. 
 
Servant Leadership 
We are in a climate crisis, but that realization does not permeate everywhere. The North Sea 
must be the largest climate-neutral energy system in Europe by 2050. That complex 
megaproject demands recognition that the energy transition to net-zero can only be solved 
in cooperation – not by independent countries, by a technological marvel, or by a super 
corporation. 
 
How do we achieve that we simultaneously play chess with multiple parties on multiple 
boards and get to work? With the North Sea, Europe has gold in its hands for its energy 
transition, but how do we mine that? This calls for subservient leadership, for people who can 
build bridges, bring parties and interests together, and allow them to take steps forward. The 
Dutch tradition of poldering, in the good sense of the word. 
 
The by-catch of the war in Europe is that the awareness of the accompanying energy crisis is 
now getting through. Climate crisis or energy crisis? The solution is the same energy 
transition. The problem is big, the solution is complex and comprehensive. But under the 
pressure of a tangible energy crisis, everything becomes liquid, can suddenly do a lot and the 
processes accelerate. 
 
It is my wish and appeal that we now put all political, commercial and personal interests in 
second place and proceed to implement the best solution for the energy transition. That best 
solution is not an ideal drawing board solution, but a workable solution with which we 
immediately start working on what we have now, on what we want: a carbon neutral society. 
 
Of course it must also prove to be politically and commercially sustainable, but it is my 
conviction that this sequentiality in all respects yields much more than the short-term 
benefits of a number of political successes, a few tenders won, or a few personal triumphs. 
 
The definition of sustainability is that our human actions must not hinder the freedom of 
action of future generations. The North Sea project offers the opportunity to flourish 
politically, scientifically and commercially and to allow Mother Earth and our (grand) children 
to benefit from this. That seems to me to be the crown on everyone's career. 


